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Abstract: Changes in protein conformation play key roles in facilitating various biochemical

processes, ranging from signaling and phosphorylation to transport and catalysis. While various

factors that drive these motions such as environmental changes and binding of small molecules
are well understood, specific causative effects on the structural features of the protein due to

these conformational changes have not been studied on a large scale. Here, we study protein

conformational changes in relation to two key structural metrics: packing efficiency and disorder.
Packing has been shown to be crucial for protein stability and function by many protein design

and engineering studies. We study changes in packing efficiency during conformational changes,

thus extending the analysis from a static context to a dynamic perspective and report some
interesting observations. First, we study various proteins that adopt alternate conformations and

find that tendencies to show motion and change in packing efficiency are correlated: residues that

change their packing efficiency show larger motions. Second, our results suggest that residues
that show higher changes in packing during motion are located on the changing interfaces which

are formed during these conformational changes. These changing interfaces are slightly different

from shear or static interfaces that have been analyzed in previous studies. Third, analysis of
packing efficiency changes in the context of secondary structure shows that, as expected,

residues buried in helices show the least change in packing efficiency, whereas those embedded

in bends are most likely to change packing. Finally, by relating protein disorder to motions, we
show that marginally disordered residues which are ordered enough to be crystallized but have

sequence patterns indicative of disorder show higher dislocation and a higher change in packing

than ordered ones and are located mostly on the changing interfaces. Overall, our results
demonstrate that between the two conformations, the cores of the proteins remain mostly intact,

whereas the interfaces display the most elasticity, both in terms of disorder and change in packing

efficiency. By doing a variety of tests, we also show that our observations are robust to the
solvation state of the proteins.

Keywords: protein structure; packing efficiency; molecular motions; conformation changes;

disorder; changing interfaces; protein cores

Introduction

Protein structures are not static; many of the bonds in

proteins can rotate and flex, and structural segments

of the protein can move on a variety of timescales.1

The types and timescales of motions that the proteins

experience play significant roles dictating the way they

function. There may be local motions like small allo-

steric changes or large scale motions like domain
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motions.2 While a majority of these conformational

changes take place upon the event of binding of pro-

teins to lipids, ions, ligands and/or small molecules,

some motions occur due to environmental changes

such as varying pH, ion concentrations or tempera-

ture. Many biophysical techniques such as crystallogra-

phy, NMR, atomic force microscopy and FRET can

be used to study macromolecular conformational

changes.3–5 Some computational methods have also

been applied to quantitatively and qualitatively

describe conformational changes such as molecular dy-

namics,6,7 normal modes analysis8 and elastic network

models.9

Conformational changes prove that sequence-

structure-function paradigm is not as straightforward;

a sequence does not always fold into an exact fold/

structure, which can further be altered to facilitate the

protein’s function. Both protein motions and disorder

are good evidence of this complicated relationship. To

perform their specific functions, proteins often adopt

alternative conformations displaying considerable plas-

ticity and fluidity. Similarly, natively disordered pro-

teins exist as dynamic ensembles of different folds.

While many of these conformational changes have

been studied individually in a context-specific manner,

it would be useful to study the general effects of these

changes on structural properties on a large scale which

would answer many questions. What are the regions

on the molecular surface and inside the core that are

affected? Where do these regions lie with respect to

the parts that show motion? Do certain amino acids

display a higher tendency to move during these con-

formational changes? Here, we relate protein motions

to two features of protein structural organization:

packing efficiency and disorder.

Atomic packing has been recognized as an impor-

tant metric for characterizing protein structures since

it was observed that average packing density for the

protein cores is approximately the same as that for

crystals of small organic molecules.10 Protein design

and engineering studies suggest a crucial role for pack-

ing in protein stability and function,11–13 including

exact complementarity of neighboring side chains.14–16

Even conservative mutations of single amino acids can

lead to destabilizations.17 Additionally, the inclusion of

an explicit packing term in protein design algorithms

has significantly improved the accuracy of designed

predictions,16 indicating that optimal packing is a cru-

cial factor in protein structures.

Disorder in certain parts of the proteins results

from a lack of relatively fixed structure.18,19 These pro-

teins exist as inter-converting, dynamics ensembles of

structures, instead of folding into one fixed structure.

Conformational flexibility facilitates a number of post-

translational modifications, such as phosphorylation20

and ubiquitination.21,22 Not only can individual disor-

dered proteins and regions bind to multiple partners,23

but also multiple disordered sequences can each adapt

to fit one partner.24 These partnering abilities of disor-

dered proteins suggest their importance and common

usage in protein interaction and signaling networks.

Here, we relate protein disorder to conformational

changes. It should be noted here that our definition of

disorder is slightly different from the conventional

terminology defining completely disordered residues.

Here, since the protein structures are available, our

focus is on ‘marginally disordered’ residues (referred

to as disordered residues at some places below): the

ones that are sufficiently ordered to be crystallized in

the protein structure but have signature sequence sig-

nals that indicate disorder in those regions.

Previous studies related to packing efficiency have

looked at a static picture of protein structures. The

aims of these studies were such that a single confor-

mation of a protein was sufficient, such as develop-

ment of novel methods to calculate packing den-

sity,10,25–28 analysis of protein-water interface,29 its

evaluation and relation to functional classification and

size30,31 and its contribution in protein stability and

folding.12,13,32,33 In this report, we analyze the dynam-

ics of the proteins in relation to packing efficiency and

disorder at a large-scale.

Results

Propensity to move and change

packing efficiency
Beginning with the protein structures as available in

the MolMovDB database34 that show alternate confor-

mations and after applying certain filters (see materi-

als and methods), we obtained 40 pairs (80 struc-

tures). Next, we calculated packing efficiency using

packing_eff program35 that employs the radii-adjusted

Voronoi polyhedra method.36 To correlate protein

conformational changes with changes in packing effi-

ciency, we identified those residues that show a change

in packing density. They were defined as the residues

with magnitude change in packing efficiency larger

than 0.1 between the two conformations (see Methods

for details); others were classified as residues that

maintain their packing density. For identification of

residues that move, we used a more pair-specific

threshold as the proteins in our set displayed motion

over a large range and hence, classifying all these resi-

dues from different pairs into moving and stationary

with one global threshold may not be appropriate (see

Materials and Methods).

For every residue type, we calculated its overall

propensity to move or change its packing efficiency.

Propensity was defined the ratio of occurrence of that

residue type that show a particular characteristic (such

as change in packing efficiency) and its overall occur-

rence. E.G., Propensity of a residue type to move ¼
(occurrence of that residue type that are involved in

motions)/(total occurrence of that residue type). There

are some reasonable observations from the trends in
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these propensities (see Fig. 1). First, aliphatic and aro-

matic residues (for e.g., Ile, Leu, Val, Phe and Trp)

show little tendency to change their packing density

where as charged residues (for e.g., His, Lys, Asp and

Glu) show a high tendency to change packing. When

put together, these two observations that hydrophobic

residues which form the core of the proteins retain

their packing efficiency and charged residues which

are mostly located on the surface show a change in

packing suggests that packing of the core of the pro-

teins is maintained during the conformational changes

and most of the packing efficiency changes occur on

the molecular surface. Augmenting this observation,

hydrophilic residues, for e.g., Gly, Pro, Gln and Ser,

show a relatively higher propensity to change packing

efficiency. Finally, both these propensities are parallel

to each other (correlation coefficient ¼ 0.76) indicat-

ing that residues that have a higher tendency to move

also have a higher propensity to change their packing

efficiency between alternative conformations. We also

plot the propensity to be found on the surface (defined

as above). There are many amino acids that show dif-

ferences in propensity to move and surface propensity

(Leu, Phe, Trp, Lys, Arg, Asp and Cys) suggesting that

former is not simply identifying residues with high

surface propensity (see Fig. 1). As expected, we also

find that surface propensity and propensity to change

PE are more correlated (PCC ¼ 0.89).

We also analyzed the maintenance of H-bonds

between the two conformations for our set and found

that most of the protein pairs preserve the number of

H-bonds (Supporting Figure S1a). This suggests that

although these proteins undergo conformational

changes, they rearrange themselves in a way that

maintains the H-bonds. The only protein in our set

that changes the number of H-bonds drastically is Ran

protein undergoes a substantial rearrangement of a he-

lix arm (Supporting Figure S1b). This observation is in

agreement with previous studies that suggest that

upon ligand-binding, although H-bonds mediated by

water molecules are lost/gained, most of the intra-pro-

tein H-bonds are preserved.37,38

Next, we wanted to determine where these

changes in packing occur on the molecular surface.

One of the regions of interest during these conforma-

tional changes are the interfaces as most of these

Figure 1. Propensity of each residue to move or change its

packing efficiency. Propensity to move is plotted on the

primary (left) Y-axis and, propensity to change packing and

surface propensity are shown on secondary (right) Y-axis.

Residues on the X-axis are grouped together based on

their characteristics.

Figure 2. Protein conformational changes and changing interfaces in hinge motion (a and c) and shear motion (b and d).

Changing interfaces are formed by those buried/exposed residues that become exposed/buried in the other conformation

(shown as thick black zigzags) and are identified as those residues that have a large change in their exposed surface area

between the two conformations. Interfaces are shown as zigzags (both thick and thin). Note that with the above definition, not

all motion interfacial residues will be identified (for e.g., those shown as thin red zigzags that do not change their exposed SA

that are called as near-surface interfaces). Examples of the protein motions (c and d). In the first case (c), Arf6-GDP (PDB:

1E0S), the top flexible region (including the small b-sheet) folds in and forms a changing interface (PDB: 2J5X). The interfacial

residues are shown in vdW representation and display greater than 30% difference in the exposed SA. Similarly, in the

second case (d), Ran protein (PDB: 1RRP), the flexible region on the far left (with the a-helix) slides in (PDB: 1BYU) forming a

changing interface (shown in vdW representation). Surface and near-surface interfaces are colored in black and red

respectively.
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motions involve formation of new interfaces between

the two states which we call as ‘changing interfaces’.

These changing interfaces are formed by residues that

are exposed/buried in one conformation and get bur-

ied/exposed in the other conformation (see Fig. 2).

These changing interfaces are slightly different from

the conventional shear or static interfaces as not all

shear/static interfacial regions involve a change in

exposed surface area; some of them remain buried

during the motions [shown as red zigzags in Fig.

2(b)]. Schematic in Figure 2 shows the interfacial resi-

dues that may not be captured by this definition. We

identified interfacial residues as those whose percent-

age exposed surface area differs by more than 30%

between the two conformations while all others are

non-interfacial. This cutoff was chosen as it gave the

sharpest division with the highest interclass distance

(after 10%, which is too small a change) of the resi-

dues into two classes (Supporting Figure S2). As

examples, Figure 2(c,d) shows two such proteins with

residues with difference in % exposed SA >30% and,

in fact, these residues are the interfacial residues. Fig-

ure 3 shows this differentiation between interfacial

and non-interfacial residues using the % exposed SA

in the two conformations.

For each residue type, we calculated the interfacial

propensity defined in a similar way as above (see Fig.

4). Interestingly, interfacial propensity follows similar

trends as propensity to change packing: charged and

polar residues display higher propensities where as ali-

phatic and aromatic residues display lower propen-

sities. The fact that residues that show high (low) pro-

pensities to be located on the interface also show high

(low) propensities to change packing suggests that

most of the packing changes between alternative con-

formations occur at the interfaces. This observation is

further corroborated by investigating the relationship

between difference in packing and difference in %

exposed SA (see Fig. 5): residues having a larger dif-

ference between the % exposed SA in the two confor-

mations (and hence having a higher propensity to be

Figure 3. Distinguishing between interfacial and non-

interfacial residues. The two solid lines indicate the region

where the difference between the % exposed SA in the two

conformations is more than 30%: the residues beyond the

two lines are interfacial residues and the ones falling

between the lines are non-interfacial atoms.

Figure 4. Propensity to be located on the changing

interface for each residue type.

Figure 5. Difference in packing efficiency as a function of

difference in % exposed SA between alternative

conformations. The solid line is the liner fit between the two

quantities.

Figure 6. Propensities to move or change packing

efficiency of residues located on different secondary

structures.
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located on the interfaces) show a higher difference in

packing efficiency.

We also compared the similarities between differ-

ent amino acids regarding different propensities (pro-

pensities to move, change PE and lie on the interface)

to their proximity with respect to the Blosum score.

For a simple comparison between the trends, we build

hierarchical clustering dendrograms based on these

two properties (Blosum score and the three propen-

sities, Supporting Figure S3). After dividing the set

into four different clusters and comparing correspond-

ing clusters (see Figure legend for details), we find

that a majority of amino acids fall in the same clusters

between the two dendrograms suggesting that similar-

ities in these propensities might be due to inherent

chemical similarities between the amino acids.

Relation to secondary structure

We next investigated if there is any relationship

between a residue’s propensity to show motion or

change packing efficiency and its location in a specific

secondary structure. Here, motion refers to the move-

ment of the secondary structure as a more or less rigid

body and not any internal deformation. We assigned

secondary structure to every residue, using DSSP39

and calculated the propensities to move or change

packing efficiency (defined similarly as above) of resi-

dues that are embedded in different secondary struc-

tures (Fig. 6). Not surprisingly, highest propensities to

move and change packing are observed by residues

that are located on flexible regions of the proteins like

turns and bends or the ones that do not lie on any of

the defined secondary structures. In contrast, lowest

values of both these propensities are displayed by resi-

dues on a-helices suggesting that helices are the most

robust to movement and changes in packing efficiency.

Surprisingly, residues buried in b-bridges show a low

propensity to move but a relatively higher propensity

to change packing efficiency. This is reasonable in light

of the fact that b-bridges are usually formed by hydro-

gen bonds between the neighboring sheets and a dislo-

cation of the residues might disrupt this arrangement

where as changes in packing efficiency may be

compatible.

Propensities at the atomic level
We also performed similar analysis at a finer level of

atoms. As above, we calculated the propensity of dif-

ferent kinds of atoms to change their packing. Table I

lists the top 25 atom types with the highest propen-

sities. As expected, the list is populated by atoms from

the residues that show high propensity to change

packing (charged and polar, 19/25, highlighted in

bold). More specifically, a large majority of these

atoms is formed by the side chain Oxygen and Nitro-

gen (14/19).

Next, we defined and calculated the interfacial

propensities of atom types as above. Table II lists the

first 25 atom types with the highest interfacial propen-

sities. Interestingly, not only is the list dominated by

Table I. Atoms with the Highest Propensity to Change Packing

GLU_OE1(46,63) GLN_OE1(35,51) LYS_NZ(18,29) GLU_OE2(35,61)
ASN_OD1(37,73) ARG_NH2(26,52) GLN_NE2(26,54) LYS_CE(30,64)
ASP_OD2(38,83) HIS_NE2(22,50) LYS_CD(54,123) ARG_NE(40,100)
ASP_OD1(44,115) GLU_CG(61,160) HIS_CE1(17,49) PRO_N(1,3)
TYR_OH(38,114) LYS_CG(65,198) TRP_NE1(17,52) ARG_NH1(22,69)
ASN_ND2(21,68) ARG_CD(32,118) LYS_CB(75,277) HIS_ND1(18,68)
THR_OG1(50,193)

Atoms from charged and polar residues (these residues show a high propensity to change packing
efficiency) are highlighted in bold. Also indicated are the number of occurrences when each atom
type changes PE (the first number in parentheses) and their total occurrences (the second number).
The atom types are listed in the decreasing order of this fraction (ratio of occurrences when they
change PE and their total occurrences).

Table II. Atoms with the Highest Interfacial Propensity

ARG_NE(59,161) ASN_OD1(43,176) ARG_NH1(43,198) LYS_CG(78,365)
LYS_CD(68,345) GLU_OE1(54,281) GLU_OE2(50,268) GLU_CG(58,342)
ASP_OD1(50,296) LYS_CE(52,339) THR_CB(49,324) VAL_CB(72,478)
LEU_CG(87,582) GLU_CA(46,324) SER_OG(43,325) LYS_CB(58,442)
THR_OG1(42,343) ASP_N(42,346) GLU_N(47,396) GLU_CB(47,403)
LEU_CA(60,583) LYS_N(47,466) GLU_O(43,432) LYS_O(44,485)
GLY_O(42,488)

Atoms which also appear in the list of atoms with high propensity to change packing efficiency (Ta-
ble I) are highlighted in bold. Atoms that do not appear in table I but are similar to one of them
are shown in italics. Also indicated are the number of occurrences when each atom type is found
on the interface (the first number in parentheses) and their total occurrences (the second number).
The atom types are listed in the decreasing order of this fraction (ratio of cases when they occur on
the interface and their total number).
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atoms from charged and polar residues, a majority of

them are the same atoms that appear in list of atoms

with high tendency (shown in bold and italics). This

observation that atoms with high interfacial propensity

also show a high inclination to change packing effi-

ciency reinforces our demonstration above that most

of the packing efficiency changes occur at the

interfaces.

Relating protein motion to disorder

To relate protein disorder to protein motions on a

large-scale, we compared motion-related parameters of

marginally disordered residues to those of ordered

ones. We identified marginally disordered residues

using DISOPRED240 and obtained some interesting

observations. First, marginally disordered residues dis-

played a much higher displacement of the Ca atoms as

compared to the ordered ones between these confor-

mations [Fig. 7(a), P ¼ 1.2E-07] indicating their larger

contribution in protein motions. Second, disordered

residues showed much higher changes in the packing

efficiency both at the residue and atomic level [Fig.

7(b,c), P ¼ 5.6E-03 and P < 2.2E-16, respectively].

Finally, disordered residues display a much higher dif-

ference in % exposed SA than ordered ones [Fig. 7(d),

P < 2.2E-16] suggesting that disordered residues are

more likely to be located on the interfaces. This is also

established by differentiating between disordered and

ordered residues that lie at the interfaces (Fig. 8, see

legend). These three observations, combined together,

imply that the interfaces of the proteins are more dis-

ordered than the core of the proteins or other surface

regions and, agreeably, show a much higher change in

packing efficiency.

Robustness of results

All the results above were obtained by calculating the

packing efficiency of protein structures in vacuum

using the Voronoi method. This method constructs

planes between neighboring atoms and the intersec-

tion of these planes forms a convex polyhedron which

defines the Voronoi volume. This method is most use-

ful on atoms for which these volumes are well defined

or atoms that are at least partially buried. So, it may

be argued that the above results that relate to packing

efficiency might not hold true when the protein is sol-

vated. To see if the results above were affected by the

solvation states of the protein, we carried out the same

calculations in the presence of explicit solvent by plac-

ing a water-box around each protein and also after

simulating this water box to obtain a relaxed state of

the solvent (see Materials and Methods). The idea of

Figure 7. Comparing various motion-related parameters for ordered and marginally disordered residues: (a) Displacement of

the Ca atom during protein motion. (b) Residue-level and (c) atom-level change in packing efficiency. (d) Difference in %

exposed SA for ordered and disordered residues between the two conformations. P-values indicated were calculated using

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with the null-hypothesis that the two distributions of values (for disordered and ordered) are

coming from the same underlying distribution. So, a lower P-value means that the two distributions are more dissimilar.
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solvating the protein in a relaxed water box is to allow

the Voronoi polyhedra to be closed and evaluate if the

key results regarding packing efficiency still hold as

they did for the proteins in vacuum.

We regenerated all key results related to packing

efficiency above and found that they are reproducible

with good agreement after solvating the proteins and

after minimizing/simulating the water box around

them (Supporting Figures S4–S6 and Table S1). We

only reproduce results pertaining packing efficiency as

only they are likely to be changed; the ones related to

propensity to move or interfacial propensity will

remain the same after solvating a protein. First, the

trend of residue-wise propensities to change packing is

well maintained (PCC ¼ 0.87 between propensity set

in vacuum and when solvated, PCC ¼ 0.61 between

propensity set in vacuum and after simulation, Figure

S4). There are some differences in the absolute values

of these propensities in the three states, which is justi-

fied as the protein is now surrounded by water mole-

cules. Second, at the atomic level, the list of atoms

showing a high propensity to change packing is domi-

nated by atoms from charged and polar residues, as

observed pre-solvation (Table S1). Third, in relation to

secondary structures, identical behaviors are observed

after solvation and simulation for all secondary struc-

tures (PCC ¼ 0.92 between pre-solvation and post-sol-

vation, PCC ¼ 0.89 between pre-solvation and post-

simulation; Figure S5). Finally, in relation to disorder,

we observe that post-solvation and post-simulation,

disordered residues are more likely to change their

packing as compared to ordered ones (Figure S6). This

shows that the results reported above do not just apply

to protein structure in vacuum but are independent of

the solvation states of the proteins.

It has been shown previously that hydrogen atoms

play an important role in determining the packing effi-

ciency of proteins.41 For our calculations above, hydro-

gen atoms were removed (if present) from the struc-

tures. To see if the results presented in this study are

affected by inclusion of Hydrogen atoms, we repeated

the analysis and generated key results related to pack-

ing efficiency after adding explicit Hydrogen atoms to

the protein structures. Encouragingly, we find that all

our key results after addition of H atoms agree well

with those without hydrogen atoms suggesting the

robustness of our results to inclusion/exclusion of

explicit H atoms (see Supporting Materials and Fig-

ures S7 through S10).

Discussion

In this study, we have studied the interrelationship of

three characteristics of protein structures: motion,

packing and disorder. Previous studies related to pack-

ing efficiency have looked at the static picture of pro-

tein structures with various aims that only required a

single conformation of a protein. In this study, how-

ever, we extend the analysis to a dynamic perspective

by studying the changes in packing efficiency of vari-

ous proteins that show motion and adopt alternate

conformations. Similarly, by identifying the marginally

disordered residues in these proteins, we have also

related protein disorder to both protein dynamics and

changes in packing efficiency.

By investigating the relationship, we have obtained

some seemingly-intuitive but interesting results. First,

propensities of different types of residues to show motion

or change their packing show a strong correlation.

Charged and polar residues show high propensities where

as aromatic and aliphatic residues have relatively lower

propensities. Second, the interfacial propensities of resi-

dues also follow similar trends, i.e., the residues that

show a higher a change in packing efficiency also have a

higher tendency to be found on the changing interfaces.

These observations, when put together, indicate that

while most of the changes in packing efficiency occur at

the interfaces, the core of the proteins remain well

packed during even large scale motions. Next, in relation

to secondary structures, a-helices are more robust in

terms of low propensities to either move or change pack-

ing where as bends are more elastic displaying higher

propensities. Interestingly, residues located on b-sheets
have a low tendency to move but a high propensity to

change packing. In relation to disorder, our results sug-

gest that disordered residues display a higher movement.

They also have a higher propensity to change their pack-

ing during these motions than ordered ones and are

much more likely to be found on the changing interfaces.

Figure 8. Differentiating between ordered and disordered

interfacial and non-interfacial residues. The three bar

graphs show the fraction of ordered and disordered

residues lying in the three regions (two interfacial and one

core region). A larger fraction (16%) of disordered residues

fall on the interfaces than ordered ones (3.5%). This is also

suggested by a much lower value of R2 (which indicates a

higher deviation from the linear fit and more proximity to

the interface triangles on the graph) for disordered residues

than ordered residues.
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We also show the consistency of these results at

two levels and in various conditions. First, by perform-

ing similar analyses at the atomic level, we obtain sim-

ilar results suggesting that our observations hold at

the atomic level. Second, by solvating the proteins and

simulating the solvent-box, we also show that our

results are independent of the solvation states of the

proteins. Finally, in this study we have used Voronoi-

based definition of packing density while there are

other ways to define packing efficiency such as that

based in occluded surfaces.28 However, the underlying

method for both these definitions is based on the

available volume around each atom. The difference

arises for the surface atoms which don’t have a defi-

nite Voronoi volume. To address this issue, we have

solvated our proteins in simulated water boxes (this

defines the Voronoi volume for every atom including

the surface ones) and obtained similar results. Thus,

we believe that our core observations will not be

affected by using an alternative definition of packing

density. Still, one of the potential limitations of this

study arises from the fact that there are only a few

proteins that show a large motion (Supporting Figure

S11a). So, some of the findings presented here might

not hold true for all kinds of large scale motions.

Having established some interesting correlations

above between various structural metrics, a natural

question that arises is: does loose/tight packing give

any predictive indication about parts of the protein

that move? This is similar to the question: do the

packing efficiencies of regions that move differ signifi-

cantly from those of the regions that do not. We inves-

tigated this and found that there are no significant dif-

ferences between the two regions in terms of their

packing efficiencies (Supporting Figure S12). This sug-

gests that while changes in packing efficiency between

the two conformations correlate well with protein

motions, it would be difficult to predict which parts of

the protein would show motion based purely on abso-

lute packing efficiency in either one of the two confor-

mations. On a related issue, it would also be useful to

correlate protein motions to the entropic changes

between different conformations giving some insight

to the energetic requirements. However, currently

there is no sufficient calorimetric data available for the

protein set used in this study to make any statistically

significant correlations (see Supporting Materials for

details). At this point it can only be reasonably specu-

lated that transition from unpacked and disordered

states to tightly packed and ordered states would

involve a high degree of entropic loss and this loss

might help the protein in carrying out its function. It

would also be interesting to study how the protein

interaction networks reorganize due to the conforma-

tional changes of the participating proteins. Changes

in conformations due to loose packing or other rea-

sons are both the results and causes of formation of

protein complexes. Loose packing, especially at the

binding interfaces, might indicate weak or unspecific

binding between proteins. Similarly, specific properties

of these interfaces allow certain interaction hubs to

interact with multiple proteins using the same or dif-

ferent interfaces. It would be insightful to see how the

interaction networks adjust to conformational changes

of the participating proteins.

All the observations reported in this study suggest

that, even during large scale movements involving

whole domain motions, while most of the changes in

structural characteristics take place on the molecular

surfaces (more specifically at the changing interfaces

of these motions), the cores of the proteins remain

more or less intact. This is in alignment with previous

studies that have suggested many important roles for

core packing in proteins towards various purposes like

protein stability, folding and design.12,16,32,42,43 The

central role of core residues in determining protein

conformation and stability may stem from simple fea-

tures like presence of hydrophobic residues or favor-

able geometrical compatibility resulting in efficient

packing. Any perturbation in this packing resulting

from any phenomena like protein conformation

change may be detrimental to its stability. So, it would

only be natural for proteins to maintain the efficient

packing in their cores while carrying out a myriad of

functions which ensures a smooth functioning of the

cell. Such insights into the correlations between vari-

ous structural metrics in a dynamic perspective might

be very useful for protein engineering and design

studies.

Materials and Methods

Dataset collection
We began with the protein structures that show alter-

nate conformations available in the MolMovDB data-

base.34 To carefully retain only genuine conformational

changes, we only kept those pairs that had identical

sequences in the two conformations. From this list,

structures were removed that had missing coordinates

for residues in the middle of the sequence. This allows

a fair comparison of the packing efficiency between

the two structures. With these filters, the final set had

40 pairs (80 structures). These structures came from

different classes of motions as classified in MolMovDB

such as shear motion, hinge motion and other motions

that can not be classified either of the two (Table III),

and had a wide range of sequence lengths. Although,

when average RMSD is calculated over the entire

structure there are not many proteins with high

RMSD, there is a good fraction of residues that have

relatively higher RMSD (Supporting Figure S11).

Calculation of packing efficiency
Many methods have been proposed to evaluate the

packing densities in proteins, such as Voronoi

method,10,25,26 occluded surface method28,30 and
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sphere growth method 27.27 For this study, packing ef-

ficiency was calculated using packing_eff program.35

This program implements the traditional Voronoi pol-

yhedra method36 where a polyhedron is constructed

by partitioning space such that all points within a pol-

yhedron are closer to the atom defining the polyhe-

dron than to any other atom. The Voronoi planes are

shifted from the original equidistant planes to the

modified set determined by the relative sizes of the

van der Waals (vdW) radii of the atoms, i.e., bigger

atoms take up more space in the Voronoi construct

than smaller ones.44 The packing density is then

defined as Voronoi volume divided by vdW volume

and measures how tightly each atom packs. Since it is

a ratio of two quantities with the same unit, packing

efficiency is unitless. Only atoms whose volumes were

well-defined and were not unpacked were included.44

Unpacked atoms usually consist of surface atoms or

atoms near cavities and therefore do not have enough

neighbors to pack tightly. The overall packing density

for such surface-residues was measured by averaging

over only those atoms that had a well-defined density

in both the conformations. So, strictly speaking, these

are ‘‘near-surface’’ atoms.

Identification of marginally disordered residues

and their assignment to secondary structures

For identification of marginally disordered residues,

we used DISOPRED2 which is an SVM-based protocol

for identification of disordered regions in protein

sequences and has been shown to achieve two-state

accuracy (Q2) above 93% for a false hit rate of 0.05.40

It has been built and trained on a large set of about

750 non-redundant sequences with high resolution X-

ray structures and has been shown to outperform

other methods such as FoldIndex and methods from

Obradovic & Dunker groups. A sequence profile is gen-

erated for each protein using a PSI-BLAST search

against a filtered sequence database. The input vector

for each residue is constructed from the profiles of a

symmetric window of fifteen positions. The main rea-

son for DISOPRED2’s outperformance is that it is

trained directly on protein sequence rather than meas-

ures of amino acid composition, sequence complexity

or biophysical properties such as mean hydrophobic-

ity. This may allow the classifier to recognize sequence

motifs that have been shown to be associated with dis-

order such as Pro-X-Pro-X-Pro or Lys-X-X-Lys-X-Lys.

It has been shown in a series of papers that there are

clear patterns that characterize disordered regions

such as low sequence complexity, amino acid composi-

tional bias (e.g., towards aromatic residues) and high

flexibility, and that disorder can be predicted success-

fully from amino acid sequence.19,45–47 Although the

B-factor (for X-ray structures) can also be used as a

measure of atoms’ oscillations, we chose DISOPRED2

for a few reasons (see Supporting Materials). However,

we confirmed that identification of disordered residues

from DISOPRED2 agrees encouragingly with the

trends in B-factors for these structures: disordered res-

idues from DISOPRED2 have much higher B-factors

than the ordered ones (P < 2.2E-16, Supporting Figure

S13).

To assign secondary structure to every residue, we

used DSSP that lists seven kinds of secondary

structures: a-helix, isolated b-bridge, extended strand,

3-helix (3/10 helix), 5 helix (p helix), hydrogen-bonded

turn and bend.39

Definition of residues that move and change

their packing efficiency
We defined residues as the ones that change their

packing efficiency if their magnitude change in pack-

ing efficiency was larger than 0.1 between the two con-

formations. All others were classified as residues that

maintain their packing density. This cutoff was chosen

because as observed from the frequency histogram of

the residues showing different changes in PE (with a

step of 0.1), the residues get very sharply divided

between the two classes; there is a huge drop in the

frequency of residues at change in PE of �0.1 (Sup-

porting Information Figure S14).

The proteins in our set displayed motion over a

large range: small loop movements over a few Å to

large domain motions over more than 50 Å. So, a

global threshold to classify these residues from differ-

ent pairs into moving and stationary might not be

plausible. Thus, we classified residues using a more

case-specific threshold. For each protein pair we calcu-

lated the displacement of the Ca atoms between the

two conformations and sorted these displacements in

the descending order. The two consecutive values in

this sorted list that had the highest difference between

them were then identified and the higher of these val-

ues was the threshold: any residue with Ca displace-

ment more than this value was classified as moving,

and the rest were classified as stationary. This

approach sets the threshold for every protein pair sep-

arately and divides the residues into two sets with the

highest inter-class distance.

Table III. Various Kinds of Motions Analyzed in this
Study and the Corresponding Number of Protein Pairs

Protein region Motion
Number
of pairs

Fragment Shear 6
Hinge 7
Not shear or hinge 3
Unclassified 5

Domain Shear 3
Hinge 7
Not shear or hinge 1
Unclassified 1
Refolding of tertiary structure 1

Subunits Allosteric 4
No allostery involved 2
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Solvation and simulation of proteins
in explicit solvent

To test the robustness of our results to solvation

states, we solvated the proteins and carried out same

calculations in the presence of explicit solvent. We first

solvated the proteins in our set using the solvate plu-

gin implemented in VMD.48 Solvate works by first

enclosing the solute in a minimal convex volume and

then defining an iso-surface of a density-function of

the solvent. To obtain different orientations of water

molecules around the protein, this process was iterated

10 times using different margins of solvent layers. The

ensuing calculations were based on values that were

averaged over all these 10 runs.

Further, to eliminate possible physically-irrelevant

solvent-density or a constrained orientation of the

water molecules, it may be needed to minimize the

energy of the water box around the protein. This may

be done using any of the energy minimization techni-

ques followed by molecular dynamics simulations,

which are time-consuming for reasonably large sys-

tems at an all-atom level. So, we performed the energy

minimization steps followed by a small MD run on a

smaller set of nine pairs (18 proteins, about 25% of

the set). Steepest descent was used for minimization

and NAMD49 was used for MD simulations under

standard conditions for 100 ps which is sufficient for

the purpose of obtaining a reasonably relaxed state of

water molecules (see Supporting Materials for details

of the parameters used for simulation).
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